Introduction.
In [1, §28] Curtis and Reiner, after having constructed a full set of pairwise nonequivalent, irreducible left ideals of the group-algebras
QSn by means of the so-called Young diagrams, raise the question whether the same set of ideas can be applied to other classes of finite groups to give every (isomorphism class of) irreducible representation.
In this paper we give an affirmative answer to the question in the sense that we show that the idea can give the representations of the metacyclic groups. The outline of the paper is as follows: In §2 we associate with each quadruple (P, R, x, p), consisting of a pair of subgroups P and R of a finite group G, and linear characters ir: P^>K, p: R^>K, and satisfying certain compatibility conditions (see (2.1-2)) an element e of the group algebra KG, such that the left ideal (KG)e, generated by e, is minimal. Imposing further conditions on P and R we investigate in §3 the question of equivalence between left ideals of the form (KG)e. In §4 we give an explicit basis of such ideals, and we identify the corresponding representations as "induced monomial representations."
Finally in §5 we prove that in case of a metacyclic group G the method gives a full set of nonequivalent, irreducible representations. As for notation we mostly follow the book [ Remark. If P and R are fixed, then a pair (ir, p) of linear characters satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) will be called an admissible pair. The element e, defined in (2.3), will be called the Young element associated with the pair, and it will be denoted elp.
3. Equivalence of Young elements. We keep P, R, and G fixed, letting (it, p) vary over all the admissible pairs. In order to get information on the products ewpe^,p: we assume throughout this section and the next one that PC7V(P); then H = PR = RP is a group, and a homomorphism (p: P->Aut (P) is given by iqb(r))ip)=rpr-1.
If ir: P^*K is a linear character, then so is irqbir) for any rER, and we may introduce an equivalence-relation ~ in the set of all linear characters P^>K by putting ir^ir' if and only if there is an rER with ir' =-K(p(r). We also introduce the subsets PTlr< of R by R*r>= {rER; ir' = ir(f>ir)} ; Rvw (which shall be denoted just RT) is then a subgroup of R, and •7r~n-' if and only if Rrr-p£0.
These facts are all immediate consequences of the definitions; so is also Lemma 3.1. Let 7r~7r' (V = irqbir), say); then if (ir, p) is admissible so is also (it'', p), and RT = rR*.r-\ R". = RTr = rR*,.
We now have (using first shift of variables, then the definition of ( , ),2 and, finally, the fact that (ir, ir'<p(r)) = l if ir = Tr'<p(r), 0 if ir^ir'<j>(r)) erpe,;,-= Z *(P)p(r) Z r'(p')p'(r')prp'r' however, in some cases they may be of aid, because they tell us to which subgroups, and to which characters of these subgroups we should apply induction in order to get at (some of) the induced representations.
Also it is an advantage that the method only yields irreducible representations.
Representations
of metacyclic groups. In this section we prove that for a metacyclic group G the Young-elements will yield a full set of nonisomorphic, irreducible left ideals of CG. Let G be given by generators a and b and relations am-l, b' = a', bab~1=aT, where m, s, t, and r are integers, satisfying (m, r) = l, t(r -l) = r* -1=0 (mod m), m>0, r>0, s>0, and f^O.
We put P ={a}, R ={b}; then RCZN(P), H=PR = G, R is of order n = ms/(m, t), and <p is given by (<p(b¥))(a")=a>ir". We shorten the notation by putting RTi = Rt (and eTW=e,7); then Ri is of the form {&"*'}, where s,-is the least positive integer with iri = ir4>(b"), that is: s{ is the minimal positive, integral solution of the congruence i = irx (mod m); therefore s( is the least natural number with rx= 1 (mod m/(m, i)); since r'=l (mod m/(m, i)), we must have Si\s.
Let now i be fixed (0^i^m -l), and let q, q' be integers satisfying -it/mS^q, q'<s -it/m, such that (putting j = it/(m, t)+qm/(m, t) and j'=it/(m, t)+q'm/(m, t)) eti and ey are Young-elements. Then e,y and eiy are equivalent if and only if py| R,=Pj-\ Ri, i.e. if and only if jsi=j'si (mod «); this condition is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition q = q' (mod s/st). Hence among the elements gy, j = it/(m, t)+qm/(m, t), -it/m^q<s -it/m, there are exactly s/st pairwise nonequivalent Young-elements; each of these is of degree [R:l][Ri:l]-1=n(n/(n, si))~1=(n, Si) = (ms/(m, t), 5,)=^; their total contribution to "the sum of the squares of the degrees of the pairwise nonequivalent, irreducible representations of G" is, therefore, equal to (s/st) -s% = ssi.
Next let i, i', and j he fixed; then ei3 is equivalent to e^y for some j' if and only if Tr^^i'.
Therefore, in order to get the "sum of the squares of the degrees of the pairwise nonequivalent, irreducible representations afforded by Young elements," we have to extend the sum zZssi over one representative of each equivalence class 0-i under ; however, it is easily seen that the class Hi consists of exactly 5,-elements, and hence the abovementioned sum equals zZ7=o h1(sSi) = ms = [G: l]. As it is well known this ensures that we have a full set of pairwise nonequivalent, irreducible representations. We collect the results of this section in 
